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Illuminating interfaces between phases of a U(1)×U(1) gauge theory
Mark Alford and Gerald Good
Physics Department, Washington University, St. Louis, MO 63130, USA
(Dated: Feb 2004)
We study reflection and transmission of light at the interface between different phases of a U(1)⊗
U(1) gauge theory. On each side of the interface, one can choose a basis so that one generator
is free (allowing propagation of light), and the orthogonal one may be free, Higgsed, or confined.
However, the basis on one side will in general be rotated relative to the basis on the other by
some angle α. We calculate reflection and transmission coefficients for both polarizations of light
and all 8 types of boundary, for arbitrary α. We find that an observer measuring the behavior
of light beams at the boundary would be able to distinguish 4 different types of boundary, and we
show how the remaining ambiguity arises from the principle of complementarity (indistinguishability
of confined and Higgs phases) which leaves observables invariant under a global electric/magnetic
duality transformation. We also explain the seemingly paradoxical behavior of Higgs/Higgs and
confined/confined boundaries, and clarify some previous arguments that confinement must involve
magnetic monopole condensation.
PACS numbers: 11.15.-q,03.50.-z
I. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we study boundaries between phases in
which different linear combinations of gauge generators
are free. Mixing of gauge generators is familiar from the
standard model of particle physics, and the possibility
of creating neighboring domains in which different linear
combinations of gauge generators are free is now receiving
serious attention. To set the stage for this work we first
briefly review a concrete example.
In the standard model, the propagating U(1) gauge bo-
son (the photon) is associated with a particular Abelian
U(1)Q subgroup of the full standard model gauge group.
This subgroup emerged unbroken from the electroweak
Higgs symmetry breaking SU(2) ⊗ U(1)Y → U(1)Q at
the TeV scale, and is generated by some linear combina-
tion of the “W3” generator of the SU(2) weak interaction
and the “Y ” generator of the U(1) hypercharge interac-
tion.
We now know that in quark matter (which may well oc-
cupy macroscopic regions of space, inside neutron stars)
the gauge group for the propagating U(1) gauge boson
will be rotated into a different direction by a further
layer of symmetry breaking at the MeV scale. At suf-
ficiently high density, quark matter will develop a con-
densate of quark Cooper pairs that plays the role of
a Higgs field [1, 2]. (For reviews of this phenomenon
of “color superconductivity” see Ref. [3]). In the real
world, quark matter is expected to contain the three
lightest flavors, and in this case the condensate forms
a “color-flavor-locked” (CFL) phase [4], in which a lin-
ear combination of the photon and one of the gluons
remains massless, while the orthogonal linear combina-
tion and the remainder of the gluons become massive by
the Higgs mechanism. The gauge symmetry breaking is
SU(3)color ⊗ U(1)Q → U(1)Q˜. Thus a “rotated” electro-
magnetism is present in the CFL color superconducting
phase of quark matter. This raises the interesting pos-
sibility of having an interface between a vacuum region
in which the propagating gauge boson is the usual Q-
photon, and a quark matter region in which it is a dif-
ferent particle, the Q˜-photon, which is a mixture of the
photon and a gluon. What will happen to electromag-
netic fields, including light beams, that encounter such
an interface?
This question is not a completely theoretical one: it
has often been speculated that three-flavor quark mat-
ter could be absolutely stable, so a quark matter star
(“strange star”) could have a surface at which the CFL
phase meets the vacuum. Since the CFL phase is a trans-
parent insulator [5] we could in principle literally see into
the core of such a star.
The U(1)⊗ U(1) gauge system arises in various other
physical contexts. Electroweak symmetry breaking can
be simplified to a U(1) ⊗ U(1) system by focussing on
the hypercharge and W3 bosons, which mix to form the
photon and Z0. The U(1)⊗U(1) gauge system also arises
in extensions of the standard model, where an extra U(1)
gauge symmetry with a corresponding Z ′ gauge boson is
added. Natural contexts for this include Grand Unified
Theories with gauge groups such as SO(10) and E6, and
some string models [6, 7].
In this paper we study the light reflection and trans-
mission properties of a boundary between phases in a
U(1) ⊗ U(1) gauge theory. There have been previous
studies of the behavior of magnetic fields [8] and light
beams [9] in the specific case of the interface between the
vacuum and CFL quark matter. However, we consider
the most general realization of the gauge symmetries that
supports propagating gauge bosons. On one side of the
boundary both U(1) gauge symmetries may be free, or
some linear combination may be Higgsed or confined. On
the other side, both U(1) gauge symmetries may be free,
or a different linear combination may be Higgsed or con-
fined, where the difference is parameterized by a “mis-
match angle” α. We calculate the nature and intensity
2of the reflected and transmitted gauge bosons in each
case.
In section II we introduce the U(1)⊗ U(1) model and
show how Higgsing or confinement of a gauge field can
be implemented by appropriate boundary conditions at
the interface. Section III describes the calculation of
the reflection and transmission coefficients for the var-
ious types of boundary. In section IV we summarize our
results. We then discuss how they compare with previ-
ous calculations, explain some mysterious features, and
analyze their compatibility with expectations based on
the complementarity principle. Appendices A and B an-
alyze subleties of the low-frequency limit and a detailed
example of complementarity.
II. CONFINEMENT AND HIGGSING VIA
BOUNDARY CONDITIONS IN THE U(1) ⊗ U(1)
MODEL
We place the interface at the z = 0 plane. On the z > 0
side of the interface we work in the U(1)Q⊗U(1)T8 basis.
U(1)Q is free, so that photons can propagate, and U(1)T8
may be confined, Higgsed, or free. On the z < 0 side of
the interface we work in the U(1)Q˜⊗U(1)X basis. U(1)Q˜
is free, so that Q˜-photons can propagate, and U(1)X may
be confined, Higgsed, or free [15]. The Q˜-photon
AQ˜µ = cosαAµ + sinαG
8
µ (1)
remains free, while the orthogonal “X” gauge boson
AXµ = − sinαAµ + cosαG8µ (2)
may be free, Higgsed, or confined. In the case of CFL
matter, electromagnetism (Q) is much more weakly cou-
pled than the strong interaction (T8) at the relevant en-
ergy scale, so the mixing angle α (analogous to the Wein-
berg angle in the standard model) is small, and the Q˜
photon is mostly the ordinary Q-photon, with a small
admixture of the T8 gluon. However, in our general treat-
ment, we will keep α as an arbitrary parameter.
We study the behavior of Q-photons coming in from
z = +∞, and reflecting off or transmitting through the
interface. As in Ref. [8], we use free Maxwell equations to
describe all the gauge fields, with confinement and Higgs-
ing implemented via boundary conditions at the interface
(Fig. 1), as we now describe.
At the boundary of a free phase, there are no limi-
tations on the electric and magnetic fields of both U(1)
generators: both types of gauge boson can propagate,
and there are no charges or currents present.
At the boundary of a Higgsed phase, there is a layer of
thickness ξ in which there are electric charges and super-
currents associated with the Higgsed generator. This cor-
responds to the real physics of a Higgs phase, in which
a condensate of a charged field supplies mobile electric
charges that screen out electric flux and repel magnetic
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FIG. 1: The phase boundary that we study. In the z > 0 re-
gion, the Q gauge boson is free, and the orthogonal T8 gauge
boson may be free, or it may be Higgsed or confined. In the
z < 0 region, the Q˜ gauge boson is free, and the orthog-
onal X gauge boson may be free, or it may be Higgsed or
confined. Higgsing and confinement are implemented by cur-
rents or charges in the boundary region of thickness ξ. The
condensates that cause Higgsing/confinement are assumed to
change over a much shorter distance.
flux (the Meissner effect). For a confined phase, there is a
boundary layer of thickness ξ in which there are magnetic
charges and super-currents associated with the confined
generator. This corresponds to the dual superconduc-
tor picture of confinement [10], in which there are mobile
magnetic charges that screen out magnetic flux and repel
electric flux.
Note that we assume the “sharp interface” scenario of
Ref. [8], in which the wavelength λ of the light shining on
the boundary is much larger than the penetration depth
ξ for the gauge fields. This assumption seems straight-
forward but actually under some circumstances there are
subtle order-of-limits issues. We will discuss them in sec-
tion IV when we address the paradoxical nature of the
α→ 0 limit for certain interfaces.
To proceed, we write all fields as two-component ob-
jects in the two-dimensional space of gauge symmetry
generators spanned by Q and T8. The (Q˜,X) basis is
rotated by the angle α:
Q =
(
1
0
)
, T8 =
(
0
1
)
,
Q˜ =
(
cosα
sinα
)
, X =
(− sinα
cosα
)
.
(3)
so a general magnetic field takes the form
~B =
(
~BQ
~BT8
)
=
(
cosα~BQ˜ − sinα~BX
sinα~BQ˜ + cosα~BX
)
(4)
and similarly for ~E. The generalized Maxwell equations
are
∇ · ~D = ρ , ∇× ~E = ~JM − ∂
~B
∂t
, (5)
∇ · ~B = ρM , ∇× ~H = ~J + ∂
~D
∂t
(6)
3where ρM and JM are magnetic charge and current densi-
ties, and we assume the usual linear relationship between
~E and ~D, and between ~B and ~H ,
Q-photons: Q˜-photons:
~DQ = ε ~EQ, ~DQ˜ = ε˜ ~EQ˜,
~HQ =
1
µ
~BQ, ~HQ˜ =
1
µ˜
~BQ˜.
(7)
We assume that the wavelength of the gauge bosons inci-
dent on the surface is much greater than the penetration
depth ξ so we can integrate the Maxwell equations over
−ξ < z < ξ, and obtain boundary conditions that re-
late the fields at z = −ξ to those at z = +ξ (Ref. [11],
sect. I.5). For the fields with divergence equations (D
and B) the boundary conditions relate the components
perpendicular to the surface; for the fields with curl equa-
tions (E and H) boundary conditions relate the compo-
nents parallel to the surface.
DQ⊥(ξ)
(
1
0
)
+DT8⊥ (ξ)
(
0
1
)
−DQ˜⊥(−ξ)
(
cosα
sinα
)
−DX⊥ (−ξ)
(− sinα
cosα
)
= σT8
(
0
1
)
+ σX
(− sinα
cosα
)
(8)
EQ‖ (ξ)
(
1
0
)
+ ET8‖ (ξ)
(
0
1
)
− EQ˜‖ (−ξ)
(
cosα
sinα
)
− EX‖ (−ξ)
(− sinα
cosα
)
= KT8M
(
0
1
)
+KXM
(− sinα
cosα
)
(9)
BQ⊥(ξ)
(
1
0
)
+BT8⊥ (ξ)
(
0
1
)
−BQ˜⊥(−ξ)
(
cosα
sinα
)
−BX⊥ (−ξ)
(− sinα
cosα
)
= σT8M
(
0
1
)
+ σXM
(− sinα
cosα
)
(10)
HQ‖ (ξ)
(
1
0
)
+HT8‖ (ξ)
(
0
1
)
−HQ˜‖ (−ξ)
(
cosα
sinα
)
−HX‖ (−ξ)
(− sinα
cosα
)
= KT8
(
0
1
)
+KX
(− sinα
cosα
)
(11)
The σ’s and K’s are the effective surface charge and cur-
rent densities, and their presence varies depending on the
physical situation being addressed. For Higgsed genera-
tors there are electric surface current and charge den-
sities, for confined generators there are magnetic surface
current and charge densities, and for free generators there
are no surface current or charge densities.
III. REFLECTION AND TRANSMISSION AT
THE INTERFACE
In our analysis we treated both possible polarizations,
as illustrated in Fig. 2. Without loss of generality, we
assume that the waves incident from z = +∞ will be
purely Q gauge bosons. For free phases, two different
types of gauge boson may be reflected and/or transmit-
ted. It is also assumed that in a phase where both types
of gauge boson are massless, the index of refraction (and
hence the ε and µ) is the same for both.
In addition, the usual rules of optics apply, since they
are purely kinematic in nature [11]. Therefore the angle
of reflection equals the angle of incidence, and Snell’s Law
applies to the transmitted waves.
To find the transmission and reflection coefficients, we
applied the boundary conditions of section II to the kine-
matic situations shown in Fig. 2. Tables I and II show the
results of these calculations for the eight non-trivial phase
combinations. (Some intermediate results, the transmis-
sion/reflection amplitudes, are shown and discussed in
appendix B).
The shorthand parameters used throughout the calcu-
lations are defined as follows:
r ≡ µ
µ˜
n˜
n
=
√
ε˜µ
εµ˜
, (12)
ci ≡ cos θi, si ≡ sin θi, (13)
ct ≡ cos θt, st ≡ sin θt. (14)
We can eliminate cos θt from the amplitudes by making
use of Snell’s Law,
n sin θi = n˜ sin θt (15)
→ cos θt =
√
1− n
2
n˜2
sin2θi. (16)
Reflection and transmission coefficients are defined by
R =
Ir
Ii
≡
~Sr⊥
~Si⊥
(17)
T =
It
Ii
≡
~St⊥
~Si⊥
(18)
where Ii, Ir, It refer to the incident, reflected, and trans-
mitted intensities, respectively, and ~Si, ~Sr, ~St refer to
the incident, reflected, and transmitted Poynting vectors;
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FIG. 2: Polarizations of the incident photon beam
specifically,
RQ =
zˆ · ~EQr × ~HQr
zˆ · ~EQi × ~HQi
=
crEQr 2
ciEQi
2 ,
RT8 =
zˆ · ~ET8r × ~HT8r
zˆ · ~EQi × ~HQi
=
crET8r 2
ciET8i
2 ,
T Q˜ =
zˆ · ~EQ˜t × ~HQ˜t
zˆ · ~EQi × ~HQi
=
√
ǫ˜µ
ǫµ˜
ctEQ˜t
2
ciEQi
2 .
(19)
For clarity, we will illustrate how the calculations lead-
ing to tables I and II are done by looking at two of the
cases in detail. The amplitudes E give the electric fields
associated with the incident, reflected, and transmitted
photons,
~EQi = EQi ~ni exp(i(~ki · ~x− ωt)) ,
~E
(Q,T8)
r = E(Q,T8)r ~nr exp(i(~kr · ~x− ωt)) ,
~EQ˜t = EQ˜t ~nt exp(i(~kt · ~x− ωt)) ,
(20)
where ~n is the unit polarization vector for each wave.
A. T8 Free, X Confined
For this combination of phases, the boundary condition
equations (8), (9), (10), (11) become
DQ⊥(ξ)
(
1
0
)
+DT8⊥ (ξ)
(
0
1
)
−DQ˜⊥(−ξ)
(
cosα
sinα
)
= 0 (21)
EQ‖ (ξ)
(
1
0
)
+ ET8‖ (ξ)
(
0
1
)
− EQ˜‖ (−ξ)
(
cosα
sinα
)
= KXM
(− sinα
cosα
)
(22)
BQ⊥(ξ)
(
1
0
)
+BT8⊥ (ξ)
(
0
1
)
−BQ˜⊥(−ξ)
(
cosα
sinα
)
= σXM
(− sinα
cosα
)
(23)
HQ‖ (ξ)
(
1
0
)
+HT8‖ (ξ)
(
0
1
)
−HQ˜‖ (−ξ)
(
cosα
sinα
)
= 0 (24)
Dotting the equations with either
(
cosα
− sinα
)
,
(
1
0
)
, or(
0
1
)
as appropriate yields equations that do not depend
on the charge or current densities. In this case, we obtain
HQ‖ (ξ) = cosαH
Q˜
‖ (−ξ) (25)
HT8‖ (ξ) = sinαH
Q˜
‖ (−ξ) (26)
cosαEQ‖ (ξ) + sinαE
T8
‖ (ξ) = E
Q˜
‖ (−ξ) (27)
cosαBQ⊥(ξ) + sinαB
T8
⊥ (ξ) = B
Q˜
⊥(−ξ) (28)
5For polarization 1 of Fig. 2, equations (25), (26) and (28)
lead to
rci(EQi − EQr ) = cosαctEQ˜t (29)
−rciET8r = sinαctEQ˜t (30)
cosα(EQi + EQr ) + sinαET8r = EQ˜t (31)
which can be solved for the amplitudes in Table IV, row 5.
Using (17) and (19) we obtain the reflection/transmission
coefficients of Table I, row 5.
For polarization 2 of Fig. 2, equations (25), (26) and
(27) lead to
r(EQi + EQr ) = cosαEQ˜t (32)
rET8r = sinαEQ˜t (33)
ci(cosα(EQi − EQr )− sinαET8r ) = ctEQ˜t (34)
which can similarly be solved for the amplitudes in Table
V, row 5, and reflection/transmission coefficients in Table
II, row 5.
B. T8 Higgsed, X Higgsed
When there is Higgsing in both regions, the boundary
condition equations (8)-(11) become
DQ⊥(ξ)
(
1
0
)
−DQ˜⊥(−ξ)
(
cosα
sinα
)
= σT8
(
0
1
)
+ σX
(− sinα
cosα
)
(35)
EQ‖ (ξ)
(
1
0
)
− EQ˜‖ (−ξ)
(
cosα
sinα
)
= 0 (36)
BQ⊥(ξ)
(
1
0
)
−BQ˜⊥(−ξ)
(
cosα
sinα
)
= 0 (37)
HQ‖ (ξ)
(
1
0
)
−HQ˜‖ (−ξ)
(
cosα
sinα
)
= KT8
(
0
1
)
+KX
(− sinα
cosα
)
(38)
In this case, we find
EQ‖ (ξ) = E
Q˜
‖ (−ξ) = 0 (39)
BQ⊥(ξ) = B
Q˜
⊥(−ξ) = 0 (40)
For polarization 1 of Fig. 2, either equation (39) or
(40) leads to the simple equations
EQi + EQr = 0 (41)
EQ˜t = 0 (42)
which shows that waves of this polarization are com-
pletely reflected with a 180 degree phase shift.
For polarization 2 of Fig. 2, either equation (39) or
(40) leads to the equally simple equations
EQr − EQi = 0 (43)
EQ˜t = 0 (44)
which shows that waves of this polarization are com-
pletely reflected with no phase shift.
IV. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
We have studied reflection and transmission of gauge
bosons at the interface between differently realized
phases of a U(1)⊗ U(1) gauge theory. In order to allow
gauge bosons to propagate, at least one linear combina-
tion of the gauge generators must be free on each side of
the interface: this is taken to be Q in the outer region
(z > 0) and Q˜ in the inner region (z < 0). The other
generator is T8 in the outer region and X in the inner re-
gion. The possibilities for this other generator are that it
can be also free, Higgsed, or confined. The (Q, T8) basis
may in general be rotated by an angle α relative to the
(Q˜,X) basis. Since the Free/Free boundary (T8 free out-
side, X free inside) is trivial for any α, this means that
there are 8 possible types of boundary. The transmis-
sion and reflection coefficients for light arriving at these
different types of boundary are given in Tables I and II.
These are complicated so we give a qualitative summary
in table III, and we will now discuss the entries in that
table.
6TABLE I: Reflection and Transmission Coefficients for Polarization 1. For definitions see (12): ci and ct are the cosines of the
incident and transmitted beams; α is the mismatch between the generators of the free U(1)’s in the outside region (Q) and the
inside region (Q˜); r is a function of the permittivities and permeabilities of the two regions.
Outer region (T8) Inner region (X) R
Q RT8 T Q˜ TX
Higgsed Higgsed 1 0 0 0
Confined Confined 1 0 0 0
Free Higgsed
(
ci cos 2α− rct
ci + rct
)
2
(
ci sin 2α
ci + rct
)
2
4rcict cos
2α
(ci + rct)2
0
Higgsed Free
(
ci − rct
ci + rct
)2
0
4rcict cos
2α
(ci + rct)2
4rcict sin
2α
(ci + rct)2
Free Confined
(
ci − rct cos 2α
ci + rct
)2 (
rct sin 2α
ci + rct
)2
4rcict cos
2α
(ci + rct)2
0
Confined Free
(
ci − rct
ci + rct
)
2
0
4rcict cos
2α
(ci + rct)2
4rcict sin
2α
(ci + rct)2
Higgsed Confined
(
ci − rct cos
2α
ci + rct cos2α
)2
0
4rcict cos
2α
(ci + rct cos2α)2
0
Confined Higgsed
(
ci cos
2α− rct
ci cos2α+ rct
)2
0
4rcict cos
2α
(ci cos2α+ rct)2
0
TABLE II: Reflection and Transmission Coefficients for Polarization 2
Outer region (T8) Inner region (X) R
Q RT8 T Q˜ TX
Higgsed Higgsed 1 0 0 0
Confined Confined 1 0 0 0
Free Higgsed
(
rci − ct cos 2α
rci + ct
)
2
(
ct sin 2α
rci + ct
)
2
4rcict cos
2α
(rci + ct)2
0
Higgsed Free
(
rci − ct
rci + ct
)2
0
4rcict cos
2α
(rci + ct)2
4rcict sin
2α
(rci + ct)2
Free Confined
(
rci cos 2α− ct
rci + ct
)2 (
rci sin 2α
rci + ct
)2
4rcict cos
2α
(rci + ct)2
0
Confined Free
(
rci − ct
rci + ct
)
2
0
4rcict cos
2α
(rci + ct)2
4rcict sin
2α
(rci + ct)2
Higgsed Confined
(
rci cos
2α− ct
rci cos2α+ ct
)2
0
4rcict cos
2α
(rci cos2α+ ct)2
0
Confined Higgsed
(
rci − ct cos
2α
rci + ct cos2α
)2
0
4rcict cos
2α
(rci + ct cos2α)2
0
A. How the different boundaries behave
If all generators everywhere are free (T8 and X both
free, row 1 column 1 of table III), then there is no dis-
tinction between the inner and outer regions other than
a possible difference in refractive index, so there will be
transmission and reflection as at a dielectric boundary
like a glass-air boundary.
If both generators in the outer region are free (T8 free)
but in the inner region X is Higgsed or confined (row 1
columns 2 and 3 of table III), then the gauge bosons are
partially reflected and partially transmitted, depending
on the angle between Q˜ andQ. However, even though the
incident wave is pure Q gauge bosons, there will be some
additional T8 bosons created and reflected back. The
transmitted wave will be pure Q˜ gauge bosons. Similarly,
if both generators in the inner region are free (X is free)
and in the outer region T8 is Higgsed or confined (column
1 rows 2 and 3 of table III) then there will be transmission
of both Q˜ and X , adding up to make a Q-photon.
If there is only one free generator in each region, Q on
the outside and Q˜ on the inside, then the reflected wave
must be pure Q-photons and the transmitted wave must
be pure Q˜ photons. If the broken generator is Higgsed on
7TABLE III: Behavior of gauge bosons at an interface in U(1)⊗U(1) gauge theory for various realizations of the gauge symmetries
on each side. The gauge bosons are assumed to arrive as Q-photons from the “outer” phase.
Inner (z < 0), Q˜ free
X Free X Higgsed X Confined
T8 Free transmission
Q,T8 reflection
Q˜ transmission
Q,T8 reflection
Q˜ transmission
Outer
(z > 0)
Q free
T8 Higgsed
Q reflection
Q˜,X transmission
total reflection
Q reflection
Q˜ transmission
T8 Confined
Q reflection
Q˜,X transmission
Q reflection
Q˜ transmission
total reflection
one side and confined on the other then there is partial
reflection and partial transmission (row 2 column 3 and
column 3 row 2 of table III). This was the case studied
in [9].
If the broken generators on the inside and outside are
both Higgsed, or both confined then the behavior is very
different. Electromagnetic waves are completely reflected
at an interface between two Higgsed phases with different
values of α (row 2 column 2 of table III) or between two
confined phases where the confined gauge fields are dif-
ferent linear combinations of Q and T8 (row 3 column 3
of table III). In addition, since one polarization is flipped
in each case while the other stays the same, left circularly
polarized waves are reflected as right circularly polarized
waves, and vice versa. This raises an interesting puz-
zle: the Higgs/Higgs and confined/confined boundaries
both show total reflection independent of the value of α.
But when α = 0 both phases have identical unbroken
gauge generators, so the interface is just a boundary be-
tween two media with different dielectric constants, and
there should be some transmission. In fact, in the limit
(ǫ˜, µ˜) → (ǫ, µ) there is no boundary, and there must be
total transmission. This paradox is analyzed below.
B. Compatibility with previous results
In Ref. [9], Manuel and Rajagopal studied the case
whereX is Higgsed on the inside and T8 is confined on the
outside, and our results for that case agree with theirs.
One of their main conclusions was that it is possible to
use light reflection calculations to show that there are
magnetic monopoles in the QCD vacuum. Their argu-
ment was that the situation they studied corresponds to
the boundary between the confining QCD vacuum and
color-superconducting quark matter, and for that situa-
tion they derived the confining boundary condition for
T8 color-magnetic flux, which tells us there are T8 mag-
netic monopoles in the boundary region, from a few basic
assumptions, namely: (1) color is not Higgsed, so there
are no color (T8) supercurrents in the boundary layer; (2)
no gluons (ie T8 gauge bosons) propagate in the confined
phase; (3) conservation of energy; (4) Snell’s law for the
angles of reflection and transmission.
This result can be obtained more directly, without us-
ing light reflection calculations, from considerations of
static electromagnetic fields at an interface using assump-
tions (1) and (2) alone. Consider what must happen to Q˜
magnetic flux lines that arrive at the boundary from the
quark matter side. Their T8 component cannot penetrate
into the QCD vacuum region, since color is confined there
(assumption (2)), and they cannot be turned back into
the quark matter region by the Meissner effect because
there are no T8 supercurrents in the boundary layer (as-
sumption (1)). So the flux lines have to end. This means
that at the edge of a color-confined phase there must be
a boundary layer of color magnetic monopoles that eat
up any unwanted color magnetic flux that might try to
enter the confined region.
C. The singular α→ 0 limit
We now turn to the paradoxical behavior of the Hig-
gsed/Higgsed and confined/confined interfaces, which
seem to always reflect all light even in the limit α → 0,
where the interface becomes a typical dielectric boundary
which ought to transmit at least some light. To under-
stand this we have to be careful about specifying the
wavelength of the light that is incident on the boundary.
As mentioned in section II, throughout our calcula-
tions we have worked in the limit of long wavelength
relative to the penetration depth, λ ≫ ξ. This corre-
sponds to the low frequency limit, ω ≪ c/ξ. It turns
out that, for the Higgsed/Higgsed and confined/confined
interfaces, the limit of low frequency does not commute
with the limit α → 0 in which the unbroken U(1)’s on
either side of the boundary become the same. An explicit
calculation for the Higgs-Higgs boundary at finite α and
ω is given in Appendix A.
We can summarize the result as follows. For polariza-
tion 1 (the argument for polarization 2 is analogous) the
transmission amplitude at low frequency (ωξ ≪ c) and
small α is of the form
ωξ
ωξ + iα2c
(45)
where ξ is the penetration depth, and dimensionless fac-
tors of order one (cosines of angles, etc) have been omit-
ted. In the limit where ω → 0 first, ωξ ≪ α2c ≪ c,
8the transmission amplitude is zero: this is the total re-
flection expressed in the first two rows of tables I and
II. In the limit where α → 0 first, α2c ≪ ωξ ≪ c, the
transmission amplitude is of order 1: this is what we ex-
pect when there is no mismatch between the unbroken
U(1)’s at the boundary. We conclude that the paradox
is resolved in this way: at small α there is total reflection
for frequencies below α2c/ξ, but higher frequencies are
transmitted. As α→ 0 the range of reflected frequencies
becomes smaller and smaller, and finally disappears.
For most of the boundaries we studied, the two lim-
its commute, and we can, without ambiguity, work at
arbitrarily low frequency, and discuss how the reflection
and transmission depend on α. But for the Higgs/Higgs
and confined/confined boundaries the order of the limits
must be specified.
D. Complementarity
The complementarity principle [12] states that for any
Higgsed description of a gauge theory there should be
a corresponding confined description, so that there is
no way to distinguish a confined phase from a Higgs
phase. Since the Higgs phase involves condensation of
electrically charged fields, while the confined phase in-
volves condensation of magnetically charged fields, we
expect that the confined⇋Higgs mapping will involve a
magnetic⇋ electric duality transformation. Exchanging
magnetic and electric fields converts polarization 1 into
polarization 2 (see Fig. 2), so the confined⇋Higgs map-
ping will be
~E → ~H, ~H → − ~E,
~D → ~B, ~B → − ~D,
qe → qm, qm → −qe,
~Je → ~Jm, ~Jm → − ~Je,
ǫ˜⇋ µ˜,
r ⇋ 1/r
polarization 1⇋ polarization 2
Higgsed⇋ Confined
(46)
Since the reflection and transmission coefficients are
related to the energy and momentum flow in the scat-
tering process, they are directly observable, and should
be invariant under the duality transformation (46). In-
specting tables I and II we see that this is indeed the case.
For example, the reflection and transmission coefficients
for the Higgsed-Free boundary (third line of table I) are
transformed into those for the Confined-Free boundary
(fifth line in table II). In other words, if we shine light
on a boundary and obtain the results of table I line 3,
then we could not distinguish whether the outside phase
is Higgsed or confined.
This means that by measuring only the reflected and
transmitted indensities, we can only distinguish 4 of the 8
types of non-trivial boundary. What is clear from tables I
and II is that this ambiguity only exists as a single global
choice. There is not a separate confined vs. Higgs choice
for each phase independently. This is exactly what we
expect from the principle of complementarity.
One might naively think that it should be possible to
overcome this ambiguity by measuring the electric and
magnetic fields (which are also gauge-invariant and phys-
ically measureable) directly. Carefully constructing the
corresponding thought-experiment shows that this does
not in fact overcome the ambiguity: we discuss this in
appendix B.
E. Future directions
As mentioned in the introduction, the U(1)⊗U(1) sys-
tem arises in various contexts within particle physics, and
the results of this paper may be applied to domain walls
or phase boundaries in those contexts. The same formal-
ism can also be used for more general gauge groups, as
in the work of Manuel and Rajagopal [9]. Quark mat-
ter provides a possible area of application, since it has
a rich phase diagram, including a variety of patterns
of confinement or Higgsing of various subgroups of the
SU(3)color ⊗ U(1)Q gauge group [3].
Finally, in our analysis we only concerned ourselves
with the gauge symmetries, not with any global sym-
metries. If massless fermionic fields are included in the
theory then chiral symmetry complicates the complemen-
tarity principle [13]. It would be interesting to see how
this affects the distinguishability of our U(1)⊗ U(1) in-
terfaces. One immediate question is the contradiction
between Ref. [13], which predicts that chiral symmetries
will not not be broken in weakly-coupled Higgsed phases,
and the accepted picture of high-density quark matter,
according to which CFL pairing produces Higgs breaking
of the color gauge symmetry and simultaneously breaks
chiral symmetry. This is crucial to the concept of quark-
hadron continuity, which identifies the CFL phase as a
controlled continuation of the confined phase.
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APPENDIX A: NON-ZERO-FREQUENCY
EFFECTS
The macroscopic calculations of section II are per-
formed under the simplifying assumption that the fre-
quencies are very small, and therefore the time-derivative
terms in the Maxwell equations are neglected. It is also
assumed that the Higgsed or confined fields are quickly
9screened, so the field amplitudes are set to zero from the
beginning. The advantage of this approach is that the
spatial behavior of the screened fields and the screening
currents does not have to be determined, so the solu-
tion is straightforward. However, any finite frequency ef-
fects are thrown away, and as mentioned in section IVC,
Higgsed/Higgsed and confined/confined interfaces have
singular behavior in the α → 0 limit. To rectify this
problem, we performed the calculation again for the Hig-
gsed/Higgsed combination, keeping the contributions of
screened fields and finite frequency.
First, we briefly review the behavior of electromag-
netic fields in a superconductor. In addition to the
Maxwell equations (5), we have the London equations
(see Ref. [14], chapter 34)
d ~J
dt
= γ ~E,
~∇× ~J = −γ ~B (A1)
that describe how the supercurrents respond to applied
fields. The parameter γ depends on microscopic details
such as the density and charge of Cooper pairs that make
up the supercurrents, but the details are not important
for this discussion. Inserting equations (A1) into the
“curl” equation for ~B, we obtain the wave equation for
the magnetic field in the superconductor,
∇2 ~B = µγ ~B + 1
c2
∂2 ~B
∂t2
(A2)
From dimensional considerations the definition of the
screening length ξ is defined as
ξ ≡ 1√
µγ
(A3)
and the solutions of the wave equation have the form
~B = ~B0 exp [~κ · ~x− iωt] . (A4)
Plugging this solution back into the wave equation ob-
tains the magnitude of the wavevector,
|κ| = ±
√
1
ξ2
− ω
2
c2
. (A5)
For frequencies less than c/ξ, the waves are completely
damped, while for frequencies greater than c/ξ, the waves
propagate without any damping. For ω = c/ξ, the wave
has no spatial variation and only oscillates in time. The
choice of the positive or negative solution for the wavevec-
tor depends on the boundary conditions of the supercon-
ducting phase. We can obtain identical wave equations
for ~J and ~E; since we are still interested in the low-
frequency limit, we can use the limiting value |κ| = ±ξ−1
to obtain the magnitudes of the current and the electric
field as
|J0| = ∓ξγ|B0|,
|E0| = ±iωξ|B0| (A6)
For the Higgsed/Higgsed phase combination, the Hig-
gsed fields on either side of the boundary will satisfy the
equations above. Explicitly, we have
~EQi = EQi ~ni exp(i(~ki · ~x− ωt)) ,
~EQr = EQr ~nr exp(i(~kr · ~x− ωt)) ,
~ET8r = ET8r ~nr exp(−~κr · ~x− iωt) ,
~EQ˜t = EQ˜t ~nt exp(i(~kt · ~x− ωt)),
~EXt = EXt ~nt exp(+~κt · ~x− iωt)) , (A7)
The “E” amplitudes are the magnitudes of the electric
field at the boundary itself (z = 0); all screening is due
to the spatial terms.
Now we will rewrite the boundary condition equa-
tions keeping everything that was thrown away previ-
ously. The “curl” equations are sufficient to solve for the
field amplitudes. We obtain
EQ‖
(
1
0
)
+ ET8‖
(
0
1
)
− EQ˜‖
(
cosα
sinα
)
− EX‖
(− sinα
cosα
)
=
iω
κz
BT8‖
(
0
1
)
+
iω
κ˜z
BX‖
(− sinα
cosα
)
(A8)
BQ‖
(
1
0
)
+
(
1− 1
ξκz
)
BT8‖
(
0
1
)
−BQ˜‖
(
cosα
sinα
)
−
(
1 +
1
ξ˜κ˜z
)
BX‖
(− sinα
cosα
)
= − iω
c2κz
ET8‖
(
0
1
)
− iω
c˜2κ˜z
EX‖
(− sinα
cosα
)
(A9)
For polarization 1 of Figure 2, the solutions for the
amplitudes are
EQr
EQi
=
ωξ˜(ci − cos2α n˜nct) + ic(1 + ct) sin2α
ωξ˜(ci + cos2α
n˜
n
ct)− ic(1 + ct) sin2α
ET8r
EQi
=
sin 2αωξci(1 + ct)
ωξ˜(ci + cos2α
n˜
n
ct)− ic(1 + ct) sin2α
EQ˜t
EQi
=
2 cosαωξ˜ci
ωξ˜(ci + cos2α
n˜
n
ct)− ic(1 + ct) sin2α
EXt
EQi
=
2 sinαωξ˜ci
ωξ˜(ci + cos2α
n˜
n
ct)− ic(1 + ct) sin2α
.
(A10)
Taking the ω → 0 limit, we recover the amplitudes of
the first row of Table IV presented below in Appendix B.
However, more importantly, taking the α→ 0 limit first,
we obtain
EQr = EQi
[
ci − n˜nct
ci +
n˜
n
ct
]
ET8r → 0
EQ˜t = EQi
[
2ci
ci +
n˜
n
ct
]
EXt → 0, (A11)
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which are the normal reflection and refraction amplitudes
from electrodynamics. Similarly, for polarization 2 of
Figure 2, the solutions for the amplitudes are
EQr
EQi
=
2ω
[
ξ(1 + c2i )(1 + ct)(
n˜
n
ci − cos2αct)− ξ˜(1 + ci)(1 + c2t )(cos2α n˜nci − ct)
]
+ 2i sin2αccict(1 + ci)(1 + ct)
2ω
[
ξ(1 + c2i )(1 + ct)(
n˜
n
ci + cos2αct)− ξ˜(1 + ci)(1 + c2t )(cos2α n˜nci + ct)
]
+ 2i sin2αccict(1 + ci)(1 + ct)
ET8r
EQi
=
−2ωξ sin 2αc2i ct(1 + ct)
2ω
[
ξ(1 + c2i )(1 + ct)(
n˜
n
ci + cos2αct)− ξ˜(1 + ci)(1 + c2t )(cos2α n˜nci + ct)
]
+ 2i sin2αccict(1 + ci)(1 + ct)
EQ˜t
EQi
=
4ω cosαci
[
ξ(1 + c2i )(1 + ct)− ξ˜(1 + ci)(1 + c2t )
]
2ω
[
ξ(1 + c2i )(1 + ct)(
n˜
n
ci + cos2αct)− ξ˜(1 + ci)(1 + c2t )(cos2α n˜nci + ct)
]
+ 2i sin2αccict(1 + ci)(1 + ct)
EXt
EQi
=
4ωξ˜ sinαci(1 + ci)c
2
t
2ω
[
ξ(1 + c2i )(1 + ct)(
n˜
n
ci + cos2αct)− ξ˜(1 + ci)(1 + c2t )(cos2α n˜nci + ct)
]
+ 2i sin2αccict(1 + ci)(1 + ct)
.
(A12)
Once again, taking the ω → 0 limit, we recover the am-
plitudes of the first row of Table V presented below in
Appendix B. Taking the α→ 0 limit first, we obtain
EQr = EQi
[
n˜
n
ci − ct
n˜
n
ci + ct
]
ET8r → 0
EQ˜t = EQi
[
2ci
n˜
n
ci + ct
]
EXt → 0, (A13)
the normal reflection and refraction amplitudes for per-
pedicularly polarized light.
This shows that our “singular” limit problem is actu-
ally an order-of-limits problem. For most of the possible
phase combinations, we could take the ω → 0 limit at
the beginning and not encounter any problems, but for
the Higgsed/Higgsed or confined/confined phases, that
is incorrect. Although the frequency drops out in the
α → 0 limit, we need to keep a nonzero frequency value
to obtain the correct expression.
APPENDIX B: FIELD STRENGTHS AND
COMPLEMENTARITY
In tables IV and V we show the reflection and trans-
mission amplitudes, i.e. the ratios between electric field
strengths in the incident, reflected, and transmitted
beams. It is clear that the transmission amplitudes do
not show invariance under the duality transformation
(46). Does this mean that measurements of electric and
magnetic fields can overcome the complementarity am-
biguity and distinguish a Higgsed phase from a confined
phase? In this appendix, we show that although elec-
tric and magnetic fields are gauge-invariant quantities,
what can actually be measured is the force exerted on a
charge, so that even experiments that seem to directly
measure field strengths suffer from the Higgsed/confined
ambiguity.
For illustrative purposes, we calculate the Lorentz force
on a test charge in the inner phase due to electromagnetic
waves transmitted from the outer phase. First, we will
calculate the force in the case where the outer phase is
confined and the inner phase is Higgsed; then we will
calculate the force in the dual picture, where the outer
phase is Higgsed and the inner phase is confined. We will
see that although the transmission amplitudes are not in-
variant under the duality transformation, the physically
measureable quantity, force, is invariant.
A linearly polarized electromagnetic wave is sent from
the outside, through the interface, to the inside, where
its effect on a test charge is measured. On the outside,
we calibrate the wave by measuring how it causes an elec-
tric Q charge to move, and from the induced motion we
measure the electric field strength Ei. On the inside, the
transmitted wave causes an electric Q˜ charge to move,
and the resulting motion allows calculation of the force.
For our example, we assume the wave to be in polariza-
tion 1 of figure 2. As we have calculated in this paper,
the transmitted Q˜-fields and the force are
~Et = −zˆEt,
~Bt = (−ctxˆ+ styˆ)1
c˜
Et,
~F = −qeEi
(
2ci cos 2α
ci + rct
)
×(
zˆ
(
1 +
vxst + vyct
c˜
)
+ yˆ
vzct
c˜
+ xˆ
vzst
c˜
)
(B1)
Now transform to the dual picture, where the outer
phase is Higgsed and the inner phase is confined, using
the transformation (46). Our calibration experiment now
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TABLE IV: Reflected and Transmitted Amplitudes for Polarization 1
Outer region (T8) Inner region (X) E
Q
r /E
Q
i E
T8
r /E
Q
i E
Q˜
t /E
Q
i E
X
t /E
Q
i
Higgsed Higgsed −1 0 0 0
Confined Confined 1 0 0 0
Free Higgsed
ci cos 2α− rct
ci + rct
ci sin 2α
ci + rct
2ci cosα
ci + rct
0
Higgsed Free
ci − rct
ci + rct
0
2ci cosα
ci + rct
−2ci sinα
ci + rct
Free Confined
ci − rct cos 2α
ci + rct
−rct sin 2α
ci + rct
2ci cosα
ci + rct
0
Confined Free
ci − rct
ci + rct
0
2ci cosα
ci + rct
−2ci sinα
ci + rct
Higgsed Confined
ci − rct cos
2α
ci + rct cos2α
0
2ci cosα
ci + rct cos2α
0
Confined Higgsed
ci cos
2α− rct
ci cos2α+ rct
0
2ci cosα
ci cos2α+ rct
0
TABLE V: Reflected and Transmitted Amplitudes for Polarization 2
Outer region (T8) Inner region (X) E
Q
r /E
Q
i E
T8
r /E
Q
i E
Q˜
t /E
Q
i E
X
t /E
Q
i
Higgsed Higgsed 1 0 0 0
Confined Confined −1 0 0 0
Free Higgsed
rci − ct cos 2α
rci + ct
−ct sin 2α
rci + ct
2ci cosα
rci + ct
0
Higgsed Free
rci − ct
rci + ct
0
2ci cosα
rci + ct
−2ci sinα
rci + ct
Free Confined
rci cos 2α− ct
rci + ct
rci sin 2α
rci + ct
2ci cosα
rci + ct
0
Confined Free
rci − ct
rci + ct
0
2ci cosα
rci + ct
−2ci sinα
rci + ct
Higgsed Confined
rci cos
2α− ct
rci cos2α+ ct
0
2ci cosα
rci cos2α+ ct
0
Confined Higgsed
rci − ct cos
2α
rci + ct cos2α
0
2ci cosα
rci + ct cos2α
0
appears to have involved a magnetic charge, feeling a
“Lorentz” force
~F = qm( ~H − ~v × ~D). (B2)
The transmitted wave is in polarization state 2, with
~H = −zˆ
√
ǫ˜
µ˜
E ′t,
~D = (ctxˆ− styˆ)ǫ˜E ′t,
~F = −qmE ′i
√
ǫ˜
µ˜
(
2ci cos 2α
rci + ct
)
×
(
zˆ
(
1 +
vxst + vyct
c˜
)
+ yˆ
vzct
c˜
+ xˆ
vzst
c˜
)
(B3)
However, E ′i and Ei are not equal; because of the switch
between electric and magnetic fields, the amplitude of
the waves at their source will be calibrated so that
E ′i =
√
µ
ǫ
Ei. (B4)
Finally, we find that, in terms of the original incident
amplitude Ei, the force measured in the inner phase is
~F = −qmEir
(
2ci cos 2α
rci + ct
)
×(
zˆ
(
1 +
vxst + vyct
c˜
)
+ yˆ
vzct
c˜
+ xˆ
vzst
c˜
)
(B5)
By taking the force calculated in the first picture
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(equation (B1)), applying the duality transformation
r → 1/r and then replacing qe by qm (which were as-
sumed to have equal magnitudes), we end up with the
expression of the force measured in the second picture
(equation (B5)). Since the two pictures are equivalent,
the ambiguity remains and cannot be resolved by an at-
tempt to measure the field amplitudes.
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